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Abstract 

We examined the quality of ice health on Lake Mendota because of the lack of an easy-

to-understand resource visualizing how climate change will impact the local culture and lake 

ecology in Madison. We assessed ice duration from 1870-2015 and ice thickness from 1870-

2018 by evaluating a pre-existing dataset for ice duration and created a new one for thickness 

derived from the LIMNOS ice model. We discovered that both ice thickness and duration of ice 

cover on Lake Mendota are on a steady decline. As a result of this decline, we observed a 

deprecation of cultural history and lake ecology and we expect this trend to continue. Through 

our interactive map, we hope to educate the local community about the repercussions of climate 

change in their own backyard and to promote visual aids in representing complicated and 

technical scientific writing for the general public. 

 

Introduction 

 In recent years, climate change has taken center stage in the conversation surrounding 

what has been termed in the media as ‘the environmental crisis’. With no widely accepted 

definition or expectation associated with climate change and its impacts on society and the 

environment, it is difficult to develop universal policies that are favored by everyone. 

Furthermore, many climate models used to predict future results of climate change conflict with 

one another. With the addition of technically dense atmospheric jargon, there is a noticeable 

barrier between information and the public.  

Frandsen and Johansen (2017) identified 6 different categories of climate change rhetoric, 

specifically green discourse, commercial green discourse, discourse of environmental 

regulation, risk communication discourse, rhetoric of natural sciences, and doomsday discourse. 
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Herein lies a major issue with how climate change news is relayed - it is calculated and biased. 

Each of the styles identified by Frandsen and Johansen are employed by different groups, with 

words chosen specifically to market their message. Some examples include improving company 

sales, a political campaign, or a personal agenda rather than education. 

For this reason, climate change has become a confusing rhetorical situation. The effects 

of climate change, as formulated by the most recent and reliable existing research, have been 

neatly laid out by the United Nations in their 2019 Global Environment Outlook report. It 

outlines how climate change will affect every facet of the environment in the near future, from 

biodiversity to air pollution, and pinpoints these results on a timeline.  

Our project seeks to clarify the conversation surrounding climate change by creating a 

narrative that is relatable to the local population. By creating an interactive web map visualizing 

the decrease in Lake Mendota’s ice quality, community members can begin to understand how 

climate change is influencing their lives and begin to question their own impact on the 

environment.  

There are three significant characteristics that allow our map to be effective. The first and 

most obvious characteristic is that it is visual rather than verbal, taking the form of a map. 

McQuarrie and Mick (1998, 51) identified the power of visuals in public communication, with 

research yielding that advertisements which relied on graphics prompted viewers to internally 

elaborate more on the message. Graphics also provide the opportunity to conceptualize a 

complicated topic in a simple way.  

  On top of being a visual device, our map will be localized to Madison. Visualizing 

changes in an individual’s immediate space and community make the effects of climate change 

more tangible. Currently, a large portion of climate change rhetoric focuses on the global and 
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regional effects. However, the most popularly highlighted global effects of climate change such 

as the melting of the polar ice caps and desertification do not align with the lifestyles of a large 

portion of the population, including Madison residents. As such, attempting to apply a global 

narrative to individuals is ineffective. This idea is supported by Boyd (2009), who found that the 

enforcement of global climate policy lead to backlash from local communities in Brazil and 

Bolivia due to its lack of alignment with local experiences and values. Our map pushes back 

against this top-down approach in an attempt to inspire individual participation from Madison 

residents. 

 Finally, our map will employ the power of symbolism to accentuate the effects of climate 

change. Our map will be confined to Lake Mendota, an iconic feature in Madison. Symbols 

perpetuate an ‘in-group’ dynamic, strengthening group identity and leading members to readily 

support group goals (Bowers et. al, 1993). Lake Mendota exists at the heart of Madison 

community culture, exemplified by the rich history scattered through the archives of the 

Wisconsin Historical Society. Ice fishing, snowshoeing, winter carnivals, and a semi-submerged 

replica of the Statue of Liberty are small pieces of a long love affair between Madison residents 

and Lake Mendota. Consequently, it is a symbol that carries weight for Madison community 

members. By looking at ice health over time, Madison residents will be able to quantify if and 

how their home community is being affected. 

 Despite being dubbed “the most studied lake in the world” by the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison Department of Limnology, ice health has rarely been studied, especially in 

the last fifty years. Duration of freeze has long been a topic of interest, likely because it has the 

greatest effects on lake recreation and thus community. However, the thickness of lake ice is 

fairly absent from the lengthy scientific study of Lake Mendota. Bunge and Bryson compiled ice 
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thickness data recorded by Chancey Juday and Edward Birge between 1875 until the mid-1930s 

with the ultimate goal of understanding how lakes freeze over (1956). However, since this study, 

ice thickness data from Lake Mendota has rarely been recorded and is not publicly available. Our 

project, while filling a gap in rhetoric surrounding our changing environment, will also create a 

novel estimate into if and how ice thickness has changed 

over time. 

 

Review of Literature 

Introduction 

Lakes are essential to life and culture in the 

Midwest, and Madison is no exception. Frozen lakes 

breathe life into Madison during harsh winters. Their icy crusts have long been a platform for 

brave winter kiters, hungry ice fishers, and celebratory winter festivals. Unfortunately, a look 

into the future of the lake predicts that by the year 2081, Madison lakes will only be frozen over 

twice out of every three winters (Vavrus, 2012). This, of course, is a function of Earth’s warming 

climate. To truly understand the effects of climate change on our city, we must turn towards the 

cultural epicenter of Madison and Lake Mendota. For this literature review, we will be 

evaluating resources concerning several different breadths, including climate change, Lake 

Mendota ice and lake ecology, culture, web design, and map design.  

We will be examining how a warming climate has affected the freezing cycle of Lake 

Mendota in an attempt to localize the effects of climate change to Madison, Wisconsin. This is 

specifically done in our project by comparing ecological data trends with climate trends. It is 

important for the scope of our project to break down the specific sectors of ecology we will be 

Birge and Juday measuring ice thickness on Lake 
Mendota. Source: Wisconsin Historical Society. 
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looking at, hence the divisions amongst lake-specific data. The first section, Lake Mendota Ice, 

details how we have collected ice data and why it is important in achieving our goal relative to 

both ice duration and thickness. Our review will then look into the process of learning more 

about general lake ecology and how ice interacts with this. In the final product, this will add 

depth to the implications of changing freezing patterns. Next, we address how cultural data is 

relevant to a seemingly scientific topic, and explain the importance of the Wisconsin Historical 

Society as a source throughout cultural data collection. Finally, the review takes a look into how 

decisions regarding the design of our website were supported by various sources. 

Site Setting 

Lake Mendota is located in Dane County, Wisconsin and is surrounded by the cities and 

towns of Madison, Shorewood Hills, Middleton, Westport and Maple Bluff. The University of 

Wisconsin-Madison resides on the southern shoreline. Lake Mendota covers 9781 acres and has 

a maximum depth of 83 feet. Native Americans have inhabited the land surrounding Lake 

Mendota for over 12,000 years, with the Ho-Chunk Nation the primary group living in the area 

around the arrival of European settlers in the 18th and 19th centuries (“A History…”, n.d.).  

A eutrophic lake, Lake Mendota is dominated by high levels of phytoplankton as a result 

of agricultural runoff entering its tributaries, creating a highly productive lake with low water 

clarity. Panfish, Muskellunge, Large- and Small-mouth Bass, Northern Pike, Walleye, Sturgeon 

and Catfish are all found in its waters (WI-DNR, n.d.). Typical summer activities include fishing, 

canoeing, wind-surfing, kayaking and sailing. Ice-boating, ice-skating, ice fishing, ice hockey 

and cross-country skiing are all major winter activities.  
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Climate Change 

Ghanbari et al. (2009) analyzed the local climate variables of temperature, snowfall and 

snow depth surrounding Lake Mendota, and reported that temperature is the most significant 

driver affecting ice duration and the ice thaw date. This increase in temperature is attributed to 

many anthropogenic influences, but at a regional setting agriculture is a major source; 

greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide are byproducts of 

agriculture and account for over one-fifth of total greenhouse gas emissions (Cole, 1997). In a 

report drafted by the EPA in 2017, Wisconsin has on average warmed by about two degrees 

Fahrenheit. Some models predict that by the end of the century, an increase in annual 

temperature could reach five degrees Fahrenheit at lower emissions (model B1) and as high as 8 

degrees Fahrenheit at higher emissions (model A2) (NCA, 2014).  

Ice and Lake Ecology 

 Marine phytoplankton have been studied to a greater extent than freshwater 

phytoplankton. A study conducted by Kilham and Hecky (1988) compare marine and freshwater 

phytoplankton, and concluded that their ecologies are fundamentally similar. As such, we can 

assume that freshwater and marine phytoplankton exhibit similar behavior traits during the 

winter.  Lake observations conducted on the oligotrophic Lake Nero in western Russia support 

these assumptions. Phytoplankton was verified to grow in the icy-cold waters throughout the 

winter in significant abundance, and in some years algal blooms were detected (Babanazarova et 

al., 2013). 

Horvat et al. (2017) investigated the timing, frequency and evolution of phytoplankton 

blooms underneath Arctic sea ice over a 30-year time span and observed a significant thinning of 

sea ice using the sea ice model CICE. Consequently, photosynthetically available radiation 
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(PAR) was sufficient enough to penetrate through the ice at an average of once per month 

leading to sub-ice phytoplankton blooms (Horvat et al., 2017). The model CICE determined that 

light penetration increases due to the thinning of sea ice as well as an increase of melt ponds on 

the surface of the sea ice (Horvat et al., 2017). Recently, around 30 percent of ice-covered ocean 

covered by the dataset available to CICE recognized an increase in the frequency of sub-ice 

blooms, dramatically affecting the underwater ecology and carbon budget (Horvat et al., 2017). 

John Magnuson, Director Emeritus of the Center for Limnology at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison, describes in an interview with Adam Hintertheur (2017) on the Center for 

Limnology’s blog how late freezes may also impact the species richness of Lake Mendota. Algae 

that are particularly dominant when the lake is frozen are hindered by open waters in late winter. 

“The slightest bit of wind is enough to mix the lake from top to bottom. [The algae are] not hurt 

by mixing, but they out compete a lot of the other algae when [ice is present]” (Hintertheur, 

2017). Ice cover has decreased by an average of 29 days over the past 150 years on Lake 

Mendota, although some records indicate this could be as high as around 34 days (Murdock, 

2011; N.a., 2016). 

Cultural History 

Lake Mendota exists at the heart of Madison culture, and this has been encapsulated 

through photographs found in the archives of the Wisconsin Historical Society. Amongst 

Madison’s varied history, we begin to see fragments following the arc of American development. 

A fleet of steamboats migrating across Mendota with the capital in the background, an ice-

harvesting warehouse pre-dating the invention of the refrigerator, anti-war demonstrators 

parachuting onto the frozen lake - small pieces of a grand narrative. The Wisconsin Historical 

Society has equipped us with the tools we need to fit Madison into that grand narrative and by 
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pairing this with our scientific data on climate change we may effectively demonstrate how 

winter culture in Madison is threatened by climate change. 

Lake Mendota Ice 

This section of the literature review will focus on the collection and compilation of data 

pertaining to ice on Lake Mendota. Rarely have studies considered both of these variables at 

once, and there has been very little research into the relationship between the two. This study 

views changes in ice health over time as a result of increasing air temperatures, or climate 

change. To support this theory, we used ancillary data from the Wisconsin State Climatology 

Office that tracks air temperature dating back to 1869. This data set shows an upward trend in 

average annual air temperature, which provides base evidence of the warming Madison climate. 

Ice Thickness 

Ice thickness has long been of interest to citizen 

scientists. It’s a limiting factor in ice boating, winter 

kiting, snowshoeing, and ice fishing. Datasets on this 

specific variable of lake health do exist, but with major 

temporal gaps and accessibility issues. We will be 

constructing a consistent record of ice thickness using a 

model developed by Vavrus et. al, termed the LIMNOS 

lake ice model (1996). The model was reformulated, 

updated, and tested again in 2012 by Vavrus et. al (2012). The first variables considered by the 

model are Accumulated Freezing Degree Day Units(AFDDU) and Accumulated Thawing 

Degree Day Units (TDDU). These describe the cumulative number of units, or degrees 

Fahrenheit, below freezing and the cumulative number of units above freezing throughout a 

Fig. 1 - Illustration of the energy flux identified 
by the LIMNOS lake ice model. Source: Vavrus 

et. al, 1996. 
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season. Both of these variables will be multiplied by constants derived from a study conducted 

by Billilo (1964): 0.7 for the freezing process and -0.12 for the thawing process. The 

combination of these two smaller functions results in the final depth of ice thickness, represented 

by the variable ‘h’. The equation is written as: 

 h = 0.7(√FDD) + - .12(ATDD) 

 The difference between the amount of freezing and thawing that has occurred over an 

area of ice will result in a final measure of thickness. A comparison of predicted thickness values 

were derived from this equation, results were strikingly similar to observed thickness values 

(Figure 2). However, shortcomings associated with this model include evaluating maximum 

thickness within a season, falling short by an average of 3 inches. This difference can be seen in 

the comparison chart in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 - Comparison between ice thickness values derived by the LIMNOS lake ice model 
and observed thickness recorded by Burge and Jadey. Source: Vavrus et. al, 1996. 
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 The studies by Vavrus et. al (2012), while filling major gaps in ice thickness data on Lake 

Mendota, additionally proves a relationship between air temperature and ice thickness. This is 

further useful because it again supports our overarching goal: identifying and displaying any 

effects of climate change on lake ice in Madison, Wisconsin. Vavrus uses the cumulated number 

of Freezing Degree Days (FDD) as a heavily weighted variable in his equation evaluating ice 

thickness. By this logic, it is then expected that a warming air temperature would result in less 

AFDDU and consequently thinner ice.  

We will be evaluating data from 1870 - 2019 in an attempt to identify a pattern. Daily 

minimum and maximum temperature values, reported by the cli-MATE database from the 

Midwest Regional Climate Center, were averaged using Excel. Then, AFDDU and ATDDU 

were calculated on a monthly basis using a Python script and imported back into Excel. Ice 

thickness was calculated using the LIMNOS lake ice model formula listed above after each 

month, to account for differences in freezing seasons on a yearly basis.  

Ice Duration 

Records on ice duration on Lake Mendota are exhaustive and date back to 1851. Before 

considering the implications of freeze duration, it is important to understand how the start and 

end dates are determined in the context of this study. We will be operating off of the standard 

held by the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences (AOS) 

department. The methodology used by the department has been passed down by oral tradition 

and was recently digitized by Lyle Anderson (2017). Their methodology states that the lake is 

‘closed’ due to ice cover when an individual could no longer row a boat from Picnic Point to 

Maple Bluff, and vice versa for lake ‘opening’. Records of Mendota’s ice duration have been 
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compiled by the National Snow & Ice Data Center, thus data will be queried from their 

interactive data search tool. 

 Duration dates are extremely significant in evaluating the impacts of climate change in 

Madison and have consequently become one of the focal points of this project. The freezing over 

of the lake is a direct reflection of air temperature, and synthesis of ice duration by the Wisconsin 

State Climatologist over time shows a downward trend on Lake Mendota. Additionally, a study 

by Robertson et. al (1992) identifies a direct relationship between air and water temperature, 

which in turn affects ice freeze and break up dates. This study specifically supports the idea that 

warming air temperatures are having a negative effect on the health of lake ice. 

Design 

Web & Map Design 

When designing our web page there were a number of factors that influenced the design, 

which were described in Nielsen & Neilsen’s article (1994). One point mentioned is the 

importance of keeping the users informed about the system status. This means that for actions 

requiring more than two seconds to process, it should be obvious to the user that the page is still 

updating. A spinning circle will spin until the page is completely loaded and/or updated. Another 

point made is to allow for user freedom and control. To achieve this, we’ll add an undo, redo, 

and reset button to allow for an “emergency exit” in case something goes wrong. A third point 

discussed in the article is aesthetic and minimalist design. This involves not including anything 

unnecessary, as it can distract the user from the purpose of the map. With this in mind, we 

disabled map features such a panning and zooming (Nielsen & Nielsen, 1994). 

We also consulted an article by Tognazzini (2014), which provides an in-depth overview 

of how to design accessible web pages that meet users’ needs. The article contained advice about 
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designing maps that are colorblind-friendly, which we took into account during the map design 

process. With this in mind, we also created a bar chart alongside the map of Lake Mendota. 

Another piece of advice we used is in regards to readability. This involves using text that’s large 

enough to be read on various displays and making sure the color is appropriate. The article also 

offered advice about simplicity and with that in mind, we designed our web page such that 

anyone can use it without needing to consult external guides (Tognazzini, 2014). 

During the design of our map, we utilized several sources. Borovikov (2016) was useful 

when deciding what library to use for the interactive map because it compares and contrasts the 

capabilities of the eight major libraries for interactive mapping. After careful consideration, the 

D3 library presented the most creative freedom compared to similar libraries. For instance, it 

allows one to create interactive bar charts. This means that after mousing over a bar on the bar 

chart, the selected bar will be highlighted on the chart, and a pop-up will display the exact data 

values (Borovikov, 2016).  

 For the specific map interaction features, we consulted Cartography Guide (2019) for 

guidance. One of the features recommended is search and filter. We plan on implementing this in 

a way that allows the user to easily find the mapped attribute of particular year(s), or filter by 

year(s). When a filter is active, we also plan to update the URL hash to allow users to more 

easily share information with others (Cartography Guide, 2019).  

 Another article we consulted when deciding on the map design is by Carroll (2019). One 

point the article makes is how one should design the web page to account for different screen 

sizes. With this in mind, we tested the web page on computers, tablets, and phones to ensure 

they’re usable and display properly across various platforms. A second point emphasized is how 

visual stories should conclude with a strong ending, or “make a call to action”. We plan to 
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incorporate this into our design by showing the projected data in future years (possibly around 

2050) and the state of the lake at that time. Additionally, we would include a narrative on the 

side that urges government agencies and conservation groups to take appropriate steps to reverse 

the effects of climate change (Carroll, 2019). 

 Finally, we consulted a source by Schwartz (2019) which outlined six different types of 

maps one can make along with their capabilities. In the end, we created an interactive map 

showing Lake Mendota’s Ice Cover Duration and Maximum Ice Thickness because we want to 

make it easier to visualize those patterns and trends (Schwartz, 2019). 

For our actual design process, we created a web page to host our interactive map on, 

which can be found at https://aaronj1.github.io/LakeMendota_Ice.html. The programming of the 

web page involved utilizing Javascript and its D3 library. The initial layout of the web page 

includes an interactive map zoomed in to Lake Mendota, showing the Ice Cover Duration in five-

year increments from 1875-2015, positioned on the left side of the page (Image 1). An 

interactive linked bar chart is placed to the right of the map, and you can hover over a bar to see 

the exact data for a given year (Image 1). There is a scroll bar just below the map and bar chart, 

which allows the user to change the represented year on the map. Like the bar chart, Lake 

Mendota is color-coded based on the value of the mapped attribute at a particular year. For 

example, a dark blue color represents a long Ice Cover Duration, while a light blue or white color 

represents a short Ice Cover Duration. We mapped two attributes, Ice Cover Duration and 

Maximum Ice Thickness, so there is a drop-down menu on the top left of the page that allows the 

user to change the mapped attribute. Below the scroll bar lies two line graphs showing the 

patterns and trends of Ice Cover Duration and Ice Thickness, respectively. 
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Image 1. On the left half of the screen, Lake Mendota will change colors relative to the ice cover 
duration and year, selected by using the scroll bar. The right half of the screen depicts a bar 
graph representing the ice cover duration on Lake Mendota every five years from 1875-2015. By 
mousing over a bar, a text box will appear next to the cursor showing the exact number of days. 
The drop down menu above the map of Lake Mendota allows the user to change to ice thickness 
data, and both the map and bar graph will change to reflect that data. 
 
 

 

Image 2. A line graph depicting the ice cover duration on Lake Mendota, from 1875-2015. 
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Image 3. A line graph depicting the ice thickness on Lake Mendota, from 1875-2015. 
 
Results of Data Analysis

 

 
Fig. 3 - Chart of maximum ice thickness over time. The y axis represents thickness in inches, while 

the x axis represents the number of years after the initial season studied, 1870-1871. 
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Methods of analysis were selected after visually inspecting the data. The first and most 

obvious method of analysis was standard deviation, as both the ice thickness and duration charts 

appear to be highly variable. The overall variance for ice thickness on Lake Mendota, derived 

from maximum thickness of a season, was 5.8 inches. Maximum thickness over the first 50 

seasons of analysis (1870 - 1921) was more variable than thickness over the last 50 years of 

analysis (1968 - 2018), maintaining standard deviation values of 6.45 inches and 5.58 inches 

respectively. Visually inspecting the five year running standard deviation (Figure 5) is 

inconclusive, as the data is again highly variable and does not present a pattern. Duration 

reported an opposite phenomenon, wherein standard deviation was higher in the most recent 50 

Fig. 4 - Duration of freeze on Lake Mendota over time. The Y axis represents duration as number of days, 
while the x axis represents the number of years after the initial season studied, 1870-1871. 
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years of analysis. The standard deviation of duration was calculated to be 18.91 days for the 

entire data set, 18.59 for the first 50 years of analysis, and 21.01 for the most recent 50 years of 

analysis. Figure 5 shows how variance in duration data has changed with each season. The line 

appears as almost a U shape, with the last 28 years trending higher. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 - A moving standard deviation of the previous five years of maximum ice thickness data. The Y axis represents 
standard deviation in inches, while the x axis represents the number of years after the initial season studied, 1870-1871. 
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With the dataset presenting high variability, including a five-year running average is 

useful in that it is more readable and can help identify long-term trends. Figures 3 and 4 plot both 

the raw data values for maximum thickness and duration as well as a five year running average. 

There is a slight downward trend in the duration of freeze, demonstrated by both lines. As for 

maximum thickness, visual inspection is difficult due to the high variance in both the raw data 

and the five year running average. However, comparing average duration and thickness from 

different time periods is telling. Table 1 demonstrates changes in average maximum ice thickness 

and duration from different periods of time. For both variables of ice health, averages are 

noticeably lower in the most recent 50 years, and lower still in the most recent 10 years of data 

analysis.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6 - A moving standard deviation of the previous five years of ice duration data. The Y axis represents standard 
deviation in days, while the x axis represents the number of years after the initial season studied, 1870-1871. 
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Time period Average Duration Average Maximum Thickness 

1870-2018 101.19 days 16.73 inches 

1870-1921 106.85 days 18.06 inches 

1968 - 2018 92.80 days 15.48 inches 

2008-2018 88.60 days 15.44 inches 

 

 Analysis thus far reflects a downward trend in average seasonal ice thickness and freeze 

duration as well as an increase in variability of duration of freeze on Lake Mendota. However, it 

is also important to understand how the progression of ice thickness throughout a season is 

changing. Consequently, the next step of analysis is to look at thickness at different points 

throughout the winter season. The winter “milestones” examined will be January 1st and 

February 1st. Ice thickness at these points are reflections of temperatures throughout the winter 

season. Depending on yearly temperatures, this season can range anywhere within October - 

April. The LIMNOS lake ice model returns negative values when ice is not yet formed on a lake, 

thus for the sake of comparing freezing progress across different seasons these negative values 

will be changed to 0, reflecting 0 inches of ice atop the lake. Figure 7 shows the moving average 

of December ice thickness and January ice thickness over time. 

Table 1- Calculated averages of maximum ice thickness and duration of freeze on Lake Mendota from different periods of time. 
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Ice thickness in December is highly variable, but appears to be on a downward trend in 

the most recent 50 years of data analysis. Alternatively, January ice thickness is relatively stable, 

however reports a large dip in average thickness beginning around 35 years ago. These patterns 

Fig. 7 - Charts of moving average of the previous five years of ice duration and ice thickness data. The Y axis represents duration  
in days and thickness in inches, while the x axis represents the number of years after the initial season studied, 1870-1871. 
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are reflected in averages calculated from different time periods. Table 2 shows how average ice 

thickness by January 1st and February 1st is different within different time periods, including the 

average over the most recent 35 years. 

Time Period January 1st Thickness February 1st Thickness 

1870 - 2018 8.04 14.19 

1870 - 1921 8.34 15.07 

1968 - 2018 7.59 13.42 

1983 - 2018 7.22 12.52 

2008 - 2018 7.02 13.53 

 

The calculated averages from different time periods are reflective of changes in the 

“winter season” in Madison, Wisconsin. Average ice thickness on Lake Mendota by January 1st 

has decreased, especially in recent years. Additionally, the trend visible in Figure 7 is mirrored 

by the average ice thickness on February 1st in the last 35 years. This is the lowest average on 

the entire table, and is almost 2.5 inches less than the average calculated for the first 50 years of 

data analysis. 10 year data is skewed by an extreme winter in the 2012-2013 season, which yields 

an unusually high 24 inches of ice when the LIMNOS lake ice model is applied.   

 

Conclusion 

In summary, climate change is an important but difficult phenomenon to tackle. The lack 

of a widely-accepted definition of climate change and the unknown impacts of climate change 

are important factors that contribute to its ambiguity. Although there are numerous scientific 

studies and models regarding climate change, they often conflict with one another. Many 

credible studies exist, such as the United Nations 2019 Global Environment Outlook report, 

Table 1- Calculated averages of ice thickness by January 1st and February 1st from different time periods. Values are in inches. 
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which clearly show that the effects of climate change will be noticed sooner or later. However, 

many people believe that the impacts will not include their home. In a student survey conducted 

in 2016 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 49.52% of respondents believe the effects of 

climate change will not be noticed in Madison, Wisconsin (Groh et al., 2016). To demonstrate 

that climate change will indeed impact Madison residents, we created an interactive map 

highlighting the decrease in ice cover and thickness on Lake Mendota, the location of the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. 

Although this paper was successful at identifying changes in ice health over time at the 

local scale, increasing the size to a regional scale to observe generalized effects will require an 

abundance of data, computing power, and time. In addition to evaluating changing ecosystem 

health, effort should also be placed into communicating these changes with the larger public. 

Informing individuals of how climate change will affect their home community may inspire 

greater action and concern for environmental issues. Moving forward, environmental 

organizations should consider working at a local scale in order to combat misunderstanding and 

to raise awareness regarding climate change impacts in their own backyard. 
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Appendix 

Interactive website code 

HTML file 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang="en"> 

    <head> 

        <meta charset="utf-8"> 

        <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width"> 

        <title>GEOG565 Project: Visualizing Ice Quality on Lake Mendota</title> 

         

        <!--put your external stylesheet links here--> 

        <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style3.css"> 

        <!--[if IE<9]> 

            <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style.ie.css"> 

        <![endif]--> 

    </head> 

 

    <body> 

        <!--put your initial page content here--> 

        <!--you can also use this space for internal scripts or stylesheets; 

        place these within <script> or <style> tags--> 

       

        <div id="mapid"></div> 

        <div id="panel"></div> 

        <div id="my_dataviz"></div> 

 

        <!--put your external script links here--> 

       <script type="text/javascript" src="lib/d3.js"></script> 

       <script type="text/javascript" src="lib/d3-selection-multi.min.js"></script> 

       <script src="https://unpkg.com/topojson@3"></script> 

        <script src="https://unpkg.com/simple-statistics@7.0.2/dist/simple-

statistics.min.js"></script> 

        <script 

src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.1.0/jquery.min.js"></script> 

        <script type="text/javascript" src="https://d3js.org/d3.v5.min.js"></script> 

        <script src="https://unpkg.com/d3-simple-slider"></script> 

        <script type="text/javascript" src="js/main3.js"></script> 

        <div> 

            <div class="row align-items-center"> 

                <div class="col-sm-2"><p id="value-time"></p></div> 
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                <div class="col-sm"><div id="slider-time"></div></div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

 

        <div class="slidecontainer"> 

            <input type="range" min="1875" max="2015" step=5 value="1875" 

class="slider" id="myRange"> 

            <p>Year: <span id="demo"></span></p> 

        </div> 

        <p> 

            <br> 

                <script> 

                    var lineData = [];   

                    //lineData.push({date:new Date(1854, 12, 01), nps:118}); 

                    //lineData.push({date:new Date(1859, 12, 01), nps:117}); 

                    //lineData.push({date:new Date(1864, 12, 01), nps:125}); 

                    //lineData.push({date:new Date(1869, 12, 01), nps:99}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1874, 12, 01), nps:91}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1879, 12, 01), nps:161}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1884, 12, 01), nps:128}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1889, 12, 01), nps:111}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1894, 12, 01), nps:91}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1899, 12, 01), nps:111}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1904, 12, 01), nps:97}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1909, 12, 01), nps:101}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1914, 12, 01), nps:102}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1919, 12, 01), nps:81}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1924, 12, 01), nps:124}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1929, 12, 01), nps:98}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1934, 12, 01), nps:101}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1939, 12, 01), nps:96}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1944, 12, 01), nps:98}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1949, 12, 01), nps:122}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1954, 12, 01), nps:114}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1959, 12, 01), nps:108}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1964, 12, 01), nps:65}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1969, 12, 01), nps:110}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1974, 12, 01), nps:88}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1979, 12, 01), nps:93}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1984, 12, 01), nps:107}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1989, 12, 01), nps:88}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1994, 12, 01), nps:119}); 
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                    lineData.push({date:new Date(1999, 12, 01), nps:115}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(2004, 12, 01), nps:95}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(2009, 12, 01), nps:87}); 

                    lineData.push({date:new Date(2014, 12, 01), nps:62}); 

                    lineData.sort(function(a,b){ 

                        return new Date(b.date) - new Date(a.date); 

                    }); 

                                         

                    var height  = 500; 

                    var width   = 1250; 

                    var hEach   = 40; 

                     

                    var margin = {top: 20, right: 25, bottom: 25, left: 20}; 

                     

                    width =     width - margin.left - margin.right; 

                    height =    height - margin.top - margin.bottom; 

                     

                    var svg = d3.select('body').append("svg") 

                        .attr("width",  width + margin.left + margin.right) 

                        .attr("height", height + margin.top + margin.bottom) 

                        .append("g") 

                        .attr("transform", "translate(" + margin.left + "," + 

margin.top + ")"); 

                     

                    // set the ranges 

                    var x = d3.scaleTime().range([0, width]); 

                         

                    x.domain(d3.extent(lineData, function(d) { return d.date; })); 

                     

                     

                    var y = d3.scaleLinear().range([height, 0]); 

                     

                     

                    y.domain([d3.min(lineData, function(d) { return d.nps; }) - 5, 

170]); 

                     

                    var valueline = d3.line() 

                            .x(function(d) { return x(d.date); }) 

                            .y(function(d) { return y(d.nps);  }) 

                            .curve(d3.curveMonotoneX); 

                     

                    svg.append("path") 
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                        .data([lineData]) 

                        .attr("class", "line")  

                        .attr("d", valueline); 

                     

                    //  var xAxis_woy = 

d3.axisBottom(x).tickFormat(d3.timeFormat("Week %V")); 

                    var xAxis_woy = 

d3.axisBottom(x).ticks(50).tickFormat(d3.timeFormat("%Y")).tickValues(lineData.map(d=>

d.date)); 

                     

                    svg.append("g") 

                        .attr("class", "x axis") 

                        .attr("transform", "translate(0," + height + ")") 

                        .call(xAxis_woy); 

                     

                    //  Add the Y Axis 

                    //  svg.append("g").call(d3.axisLeft(y)); 

                     

                    svg.selectAll(".dot") 

                        .data(lineData) 

                        .enter() 

                        .append("circle") // Uses the enter().append() method 

                        .attr("class", "dot") // Assign a class for styling 

                        .attr("cx", function(d) { return x(d.date) }) 

                        .attr("cy", function(d) { return y(d.nps) }) 

                        .attr("r", 5);  

                     

                     

                    svg.selectAll(".text") 

                        .data(lineData) 

                        .enter() 

                        .append("text") // Uses the enter().append() method 

                        .attr("class", "label") // Assign a class for styling 

                        .attr("x", function(d, i) { return x(d.date) }) 

                        .attr("y", function(d) { return y(d.nps) }) 

                        .attr("dy", "-5") 

                        .attr("fill", "red")   

                        .text(function(d) {return d.nps; }); 

                     

                    svg.append('text')                                     

                        .attr('x', 10)              

                        .attr('y', -5) 
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                        .attr("fill", "red")             

                        .text("Lake Mendota's Ice Cover Duration (Days)");                               

                </script> 

 

                                 

        </p> <br><br><br><br> 

        <p> 

        <script> 

                var lineData = [];   

                //lineData.push({date:new Date(1854, 12, 01), nps:118}); 

                //lineData.push({date:new Date(1859, 12, 01), nps:117}); 

                //lineData.push({date:new Date(1864, 12, 01), nps:125}); 

                //lineData.push({date:new Date(1869, 12, 01), nps:99}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1874, 12, 01), nps:8.22}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1879, 12, 01), nps:25.34}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1884, 12, 01), nps:18.58}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1889, 12, 01), nps:11.65}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1894, 12, 01), nps:12.33}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1899, 12, 01), nps:18.69}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1904, 12, 01), nps:10.12}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1909, 12, 01), nps:13.43}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1914, 12, 01), nps:17.71}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1919, 12, 01), nps:3.35}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1924, 12, 01), nps:18.78}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1929, 12, 01), nps:9.84}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1934, 12, 01), nps:26.43}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1939, 12, 01), nps:16.57}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1944, 12, 01), nps:17.04}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1949, 12, 01), nps:22.61}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1954, 12, 01), nps:20.24}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1959, 12, 01), nps:13.95}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1964, 12, 01), nps:18.58}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1969, 12, 01), nps:18}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1974, 12, 01), nps:14.23}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1979, 12, 01), nps:11.53}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1984, 12, 01), nps:24.69}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1989, 12, 01), nps:18.84}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1994, 12, 01), nps:14.39}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(1999, 12, 01), nps:23.83}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(2004, 12, 01), nps:12.46}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(2009, 12, 01), nps:18.56}); 

                lineData.push({date:new Date(2014, 12, 01), nps:12.41}); 
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                lineData.sort(function(a,b){ 

                    return new Date(b.date) - new Date(a.date); 

                }); 

                                     

                var height  = 500; 

                var width   = 1250; 

                var hEach   = 40; 

                 

                var margin = {top: 20, right: 35, bottom: 25, left: 20}; 

                 

                width =     width - margin.left - margin.right; 

                height =    height - margin.top - margin.bottom; 

                 

                var svg = d3.select('body').append("svg") 

                    .attr("width",  width + margin.left + margin.right) 

                    .attr("height", height + margin.top + margin.bottom) 

                    .append("g") 

                    .attr("transform", "translate(" + margin.left + "," + margin.top + 

")"); 

                 

                // set the ranges 

                var x = d3.scaleTime().range([0, width]); 

                     

                x.domain(d3.extent(lineData, function(d) { return d.date; })); 

                 

                 

                var y = d3.scaleLinear().range([height, 0]); 

                 

                 

                y.domain([d3.min(lineData, function(d) { return d.nps; }) - 5, 30]); 

                 

                var valueline = d3.line() 

                        .x(function(d) { return x(d.date); }) 

                        .y(function(d) { return y(d.nps);  }) 

                        .curve(d3.curveMonotoneX); 

                 

                svg.append("path") 

                    .data([lineData]) 

                    .attr("class", "line")  

                    .attr("d", valueline); 
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                //  var xAxis_woy = d3.axisBottom(x).tickFormat(d3.timeFormat("Week 

%V")); 

                var xAxis_woy = 

d3.axisBottom(x).ticks(50).tickFormat(d3.timeFormat("%Y")).tickValues(lineData.map(d=>

d.date)); 

                 

                svg.append("g") 

                    .attr("class", "x axis") 

                    .attr("transform", "translate(0," + height + ")") 

                    .call(xAxis_woy); 

                 

                //  Add the Y Axis 

                //  svg.append("g").call(d3.axisLeft(y)); 

                 

                svg.selectAll(".dot") 

                    .data(lineData) 

                    .enter() 

                    .append("circle") // Uses the enter().append() method 

                    .attr("class", "dot") // Assign a class for styling 

                    .attr("cx", function(d) { return x(d.date) }) 

                    .attr("cy", function(d) { return y(d.nps) }) 

                    .attr("r", 5);  

                 

                 

                svg.selectAll(".text") 

                    .data(lineData) 

                    .enter() 

                    .append("text") // Uses the enter().append() method 

                    .attr("class", "label") // Assign a class for styling 

                    .attr("x", function(d, i) { return x(d.date) }) 

                    .attr("y", function(d) { return y(d.nps) }) 

                    .attr("dy", "-5") 

                    .attr("fill", "red")   

                    .text(function(d) {return d.nps; }); 

                 

                svg.append('text')                                     

                    .attr('x', 10)              

                    .attr('y', -5) 

                    .attr("fill", "red")             

                    .text("Lake Mendota's Max Ice Thickness (Inches)");                                  

            </script> 

            </p> 
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    </body> 

</html> 

 

CSS file 

.chart { 

   background-color: rgba(128,128,128,.2); 

   border: medium solid #999; 

   margin: 7px 20px 0 0; 

} 

 

.chartTitle { 

   font-family: sans-serif; 

   font-size: 1.5em; 

   font-weight: bold; 

   fill: white; 

} 

 

.chartBackground { 

   fill: black; 

} 

 

.chartFrame { 

   fill: none; 

   shape-rendering: crispEdges; 

} 

 

.axis path, 

.axis line { 

   fill: none; 

   stroke: #999; 

   stroke-width: 1px; 

   shape-rendering: crispEdges; 

} 

.axis text { 

   font-family: sans-serif; 

   font-size: 0.8em; 

   fill: #999; 

} 

 

.gratBackground { 

   fill: #D5E3FF; 
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} 

 

.gratLines { 

   fill: gray; 

   stroke: #999; 

   stroke-width: 1px; 

} 

 

.regions { 

   stroke: #CCC; 

   stroke-width: 1px; 

   stroke-linecap: round; 

} 

 

.countries :root { 

   fill: #3182bd; 

   stroke: #CCC; 

   stroke-width: 1px; 

} 

 

 

.map { 

   border: medium solid #999; 

   margin: 10px 0 0 10px; 

} 

 

.infolabel { 

   margin: 0 20px 0 0; 

   position: absolute; 

   height: 50px; 

   min-width: 100px; 

   color: #fff; 

   background-color: #000; 

   border: solid thin #fff; 

   padding: 5px 10px; 

   top: -75px; 

} 

 

.infolabel h1 { 

   margin: 0 20px 0 0; 

   padding: 0; 

   display: inline-block; 
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   line-height: 1em; 

} 

 

.dropdown { 

   position: absolute; 

   top: 30px; 

   left: 40px; 

   z-index: 10; 

   font-family: sans-serif; 

   font-size: 1em; 

   font-weight: bold; 

   padding: 2px; 

   border: 1px solid #999; 

   box-shadow: 2px 2px 4px #999; 

} 

 

option { 

   font-weight: normal; 

} 

 

.slidecontainer { 

   width: 100%; /* Width of the outside container */ 

 } 

  /* The slider itself */ 

 .slider { 

   -webkit-appearance: none;  /* Override default CSS styles */ 

   appearance: none; 

   width: 100%; /* Full-width */ 

   height: 25px; /* Specified height */ 

   background: #d3d3d3; /* Grey background */ 

   outline: none; /* Remove outline */ 

   opacity: 0.7; /* Set transparency (for mouse-over effects on hover) */ 

   -webkit-transition: .2s; /* 0.2 seconds transition on hover */ 

   transition: opacity .2s; 

 } 

  /* Mouse-over effects */ 

 .slider:hover { 

   opacity: 1; /* Fully shown on mouse-over */ 

 } 

  /* The slider handle (use -webkit- (Chrome, Opera, Safari, Edge) and -moz- (Firefox) 

to override default look) */ 

 .slider::-webkit-slider-thumb { 
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   -webkit-appearance: none; /* Override default look */ 

   appearance: none; 

   width: 25px; /* Set a specific slider handle width */ 

   height: 25px; /* Slider handle height */ 

   background: #4CAF50; /* Green background */ 

   cursor: pointer; /* Cursor on hover */ 

 } 

  .slider::-moz-range-thumb { 

   width: 25px; /* Set a specific slider handle width */ 

   height: 25px; /* Slider handle height */ 

   background: #4CAF50; /* Green background */ 

   cursor: pointer; /* Cursor on hover */ 

 } 

 

 .line { 

   fill: none; 

   stroke: steelblue; 

   stroke-width: 2px; 

 } 

 

 .dot { 

   fill: red; 

   stroke: red; 

   stroke-width: 1px; 

 } 

 

Javascript (.js) file 

// Changes: 

// Turn bar graph into line graph 

 

   //pseudo-global variables 

   var attrArray = ["Ice  Cover  Duration  on  Lake  Mendota", "Max Ice Thickness of 

Lake Mendota"]; //list of attributes 

   var expressed = attrArray[0]; //initial attribute 

   var yscale; 

   var iceCover; 

   var csvmax; 

   var dispatch; 

   var slider; 

   var output; 

   //psuedo-global chart frame dimensions variables 
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   var chartWidth = window.innerWidth * 0.425, 

   chartHeight = 500; 

   leftPadding = 25, 

   rightPadding = 2, 

   topBottomPadding = 5, 

   chartInnerWidth = chartWidth - leftPadding - rightPadding, 

   chartInnerHeight = chartHeight - topBottomPadding * 2, 

   translate = "translate(" + leftPadding + "," + topBottomPadding + ")"; 

   //begin script when window loads 

   window.onload = setMap(); 

   //pseudo-global variable to create a svg element to hold the bar chart 

   var chart = d3.select("body") 

       .append("svg") 

       .attr("width", chartWidth) 

       .attr("height", chartHeight) 

       .attr("class", "chart"); 

 

//set up choropleth map 

function setMap(){ 

       //map frame dimensions 

       var width = window.innerWidth * 0.5, 

       height = 500; 

 

       //create new svg container for the map 

       var map = d3.select("body") 

           .append("svg") 

           .attr("class", "map") 

           .attr("width", width) 

           .attr("height", height); 

 

       //create Equal Earth conic projection 

       var projection = d3.geoEqualEarth() 

           .scale(380000) 

           .center([-89.4, 43.115]) 

       path = d3.geoPath(projection); 

 

   //use Promise.all to parallelize asynchronous data loading 

   var promises = []; 

   promises.push(d3.csv("data/IceCover.csv")); //load attributes from csv 

   promises.push(d3.json("data/Madison_Lakes_and_Rivers.topojson")); //load background 

spatial data 

   promises.push(d3.csv("data/MaxIceThickness.csv")); //load attributes from csv 
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   //promises.push(d3.json("data/SelectedCountries.topojson")); //load background 

spatial data 

   Promise.all(promises).then(callback); 

 

   function callback(data){ 

       var year; 

       var year1; 

       var lakeFill; 

       var val 

/*         var dataTime = d3.range(0, 161, 5).map(function(d) { 

           year = new Date(1855 + d, 10, 3); 

           return year; 

       }); 

       var sliderTime = d3 

           .sliderBottom() 

           .min(d3.min(dataTime)) 

           .max(d3.max(dataTime)) 

           .step((1000 * 60 * 60 * 24 * 365) * 5) 

           .width(1200) 

           .tickFormat(d3.timeFormat('%Y')) 

           .tickValues(dataTime) 

           .default(new Date(1855, 10, 3)) 

           .on('onchange', val => { 

              d3.select('p#value-time').text(d3.timeFormat('%Y')(val)) 

           }); 

      

          var gTime = d3 

              .select('div#slider-time') 

              .append('svg') 

              .attr('width', 1250) 

              .attr('height', 100) 

              .append('g') 

              .attr('transform', 'translate(30,30)') 

      

          gTime.call(sliderTime); 

      

          d3.select('p#value-time').text(d3.timeFormat('%Y')(sliderTime.value())); */ 

 

          //document.getElementById('volume').addEventListener('change', function() { 

 

           //var curr_volume = this.value; 
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           //console.log("curr_volume ", curr_volume); 

     

           // now do something with curr_volume 

       //}); 

 

       //variables to hold data 

       iceCover = data[0]; 

       countries = data[1]; 

       iceThickness = data[2]; 

       //selectedCountries = data[2]; 

 

       //place graticule on the map 

       setGraticule(map, path); 

 

       //variable representing all countries 

       var countries1 = topojson.feature(countries, 

countries.objects.Madison_Lakes_and_Rivers); 

 

       //join csv data to GeoJSON enumeration units 

       //var selectedRegions = joinData(selectedCountries, iceCover); 

 

       //create the color scale 

       var colorScale = makeColorScale(iceCover); 

 

       //add enumeration units to the map 

       //setEnumerationUnits(selectedRegions, map, path, colorScale); 

 

       //add coordinated visualization to the map 

       setChart(iceCover, colorScale); 

 

       slider = document.getElementById("myRange"); 

       output = document.getElementById("demo"); 

       output.innerHTML = slider.value; // Display the default slider value 

 

       var allCountries = map.append("path") 

           .datum(countries1) 

           .attr("class", "countries") 

           .attr("d", path) 

           //.style("fill", "#3182bd") 

 

       getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // 

#999999 
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       document.documentElement.style 

       .setProperty('fill', '#bdd7e7'); 

       // Update the current slider value (each time you drag the slider handle) 

       dispatch = slider.oninput = function() { 

           var currYear = output.innerHTML = this.value; 

           if (expressed == attrArray[0]) { 

               if (currYear == 1855 || currYear == 1860 || currYear == 1865 || 

currYear == 1885 || currYear == 1890 

                   || currYear == 1900 || currYear == 1925 || currYear == 1950 || 

currYear == 1955 || currYear == 1970 

                   || currYear == 1995 || currYear == 2000) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#3182bd'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1870 || currYear == 1905 || currYear == 1910 || 

currYear == 1915 || currYear == 1930 

                   || currYear == 1935 || currYear == 1940 || currYear == 1945 || 

currYear == 1960 || currYear == 1985 

                   || currYear == 2005) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#6baed6'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1875 || currYear == 1895 || currYear == 1920 || 

currYear == 1975 || currYear == 1980 

                   || currYear == 1990 || currYear == 2010) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#bdd7e7'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1965 || currYear == 2015) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#eff3ff'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1880) { 
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getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#08519c'); 

               } 

           } 

           if (expressed == attrArray[1]) { 

               if (currYear == 1875 || currYear == 1905 || currYear == 1930) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#bdd7e7'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1880 || currYear == 1935 || currYear == 1950 || 

currYear == 1985 || currYear == 2000) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#08519c'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1885 || currYear == 1900 || currYear == 1915 || 

currYear == 1925 || currYear == 1940 

                   || currYear == 1945 || currYear == 1955 || currYear == 1965 || 

currYear == 1970 || currYear == 1990 

                   || currYear == 2010) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#3182bd'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1890 || currYear == 1895 || currYear == 1910 || 

currYear == 1960 || currYear == 1975 

                   || currYear == 1980 || currYear == 1995 || currYear == 2005 || 

currYear == 2015) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 

                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#6baed6'); 

               } 

               else if (currYear == 1920) { 

                   

getComputedStyle(document.documentElement).getPropertyValue('countries'); // #999999 
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                   document.documentElement.style 

                   .setProperty('fill', '#eff3ff'); 

               } 

           } 

       } 

 

       //console.log(lakeFill) 

       //append all countries to the map 

 

 

       //Create dropdown menu 

       createDropdown(iceCover); 

 

       //Sets the initial country labels on the x-axis 

       changeAttribute(expressed, iceCover); 

   }; 

}; 

//function to create coordinated bar chart 

function setChart(iceCover, colorScale){ 

   //create a rectangle for chart background fill 

   var chartBackground = chart.append("rect") 

       .attr("class", "chartBackground") 

       .attr("width", chartInnerWidth) 

       .attr("height", chartInnerHeight) 

       .attr("transform", translate); 

   //change yscale dynamically 

   csvmax = d3.max(iceCover, function(d) { return parseFloat(d[expressed]);}); 

   //create a scale to size bars proportionally to frame 

   yScale = d3.scaleLinear() 

       .range([475, 0]) 

       .domain([0, csvmax]); 

   //re-sort, resize, and recolor bars 

   var bars = chart.selectAll(".bar") 

       .data(iceCover) 

       .enter() 

       .append("rect") 

 

       .attr("class", function(d){ 

             return "bar " + d.adm1_code; 

             }) 

       .attr("width", chartInnerWidth / iceCover.length - 1) 

       .on("mouseover", highlightBar) 
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       .on("mouseout", dehighlightBar) 

       .on("mousemove", moveLabel); 

   //add style descriptor to each path 

   var desc = bars.append("desc") 

       .text('{"stroke": "none", "stroke-width": "0px"}'); 

   //set bar positions, heights, and colors 

   updateChart(bars, iceCover.length, colorScale); 

   //create vertical axis generator 

   yAxis = d3.axisLeft() 

       .scale(yScale) 

 

   //place y-axis 

   var axis = chart.append("g") 

       .attr("class", "axis") 

       .attr("transform", translate) 

       .call(yAxis); 

   //create a text element for the chart title 

   var chartTitle = chart.append("text") 

       .attr("x", 70) 

       .attr("y", 30) 

       .attr("class", "chartTitle") 

       .text(expressed); 

   //create frame for chart border 

   var chartFrame = chart.append("rect") 

       .attr("class", "chartFrame") 

       .attr("width", chartInnerWidth) 

       .attr("height", chartInnerHeight) 

       .attr("transform", translate); 

}; 

function setEnumerationUnits(selectedCountries, map, path, colorScale){ 

   //add the regions with data to the map 

   var regions = map.selectAll(".regions") 

       .data(selectedCountries) 

       .enter() 

       .append("path") 

       .attr("class", function(d){ 

             return "regions " + d.properties.id; 

             }) 

       .attr("d", path) 

       .on("mouseover", function(d){ 

           highlightBar(d.properties); 

           }) 
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       .on("mouseout", function(d){ 

           dehighlightBar(d.properties); 

           }) 

       .on("mousemove", moveLabel) 

       .style("fill", function(d){ 

              return choropleth(d.properties, colorScale); 

              }); 

   //add style descriptor to each path 

   var desc = regions.append("desc") 

       .text('{"stroke": "none", "stroke-width": "0px"}'); 

}; 

//functions used to highlight enumeration units and bars and to sync them so 

highlighting a country on the map also highlights the corresponding bar, and vice 

versa 

function highlightBar(props){ 

   //change stroke 

   var selected = d3.select(this) 

       .style("stroke", "violet") 

       .style("stroke-width", "5"); 

   //create dynamic labels 

   setLabel(props); 

}; 

function highlightCountry(props){ 

   //change stroke 

   var selected = d3.selectAll("." + props.adm1_code) 

       .style("stroke", "violet") 

       .style("stroke-width", "5"); 

   //create dynamic labels 

   setLabel(props); 

}; 

//functions to reset the element style on mouseout 

function dehighlightBar(props){ 

   var selected = d3.selectAll("." + props.id) 

   .style("stroke", function(){ 

       return getStyle(this, "stroke") 

       }) 

   .style("stroke-width", function(){ 

       return getStyle(this, "stroke-width") 

       }); 

   //remove info label 

   d3.select(".infolabel") 

       .remove(); 
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   function getStyle(element, styleName){ 

       var styleText = d3.select(element) 

           .select("desc") 

           .text(); 

       var styleObject = JSON.parse(styleText); 

       return styleObject[styleName]; 

   }; 

}; 

function dehighlightCountry(props){ 

   var selected = d3.selectAll("." + props.adm1_code) 

       .style("stroke", function(){ 

              return getStyle(this, "stroke") 

              }) 

       .style("stroke-width", function(){ 

              return getStyle(this, "stroke-width") 

              }); 

   //remove info label 

   d3.select(".infolabel") 

       .remove(); 

   function getStyle(element, styleName){ 

       var styleText = d3.select(element) 

           .select("desc") 

           .text(); 

       var styleObject = JSON.parse(styleText); 

       return styleObject[styleName]; 

   }; 

}; 

//function that uses the Jenks Natural Breaks algorithm to set five classes and color 

them accordingly 

function makeColorScale(data){ 

   var colorClasses = [ 

                   "#eff3ff", 

                   "#bdd7e7", 

                   "#6baed6", 

                   "#3182bd",  

                   "#08519c"         

                    ]; 

   //create color scale generator 

   var colorScale = d3.scaleThreshold() 

       .range(colorClasses); 

   //build array of all values of the expressed attribute 

   var domainArray = []; 
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   for (var i=0; i<data.length; i++){ 

       var val = parseFloat(data[i][expressed]); 

       domainArray.push(val); 

   }; 

   //cluster data using ckmeans clustering algorithm to create natural breaks 

   var clusters = ss.ckmeans(domainArray, 5); 

 

   //reset domain array to cluster minimums 

   domainArray = clusters.map(function(d){ 

                           return d3.min(d); 

                           }); 

   //remove first value from domain array to create class breakpoints 

   domainArray.shift(); 

   //assign array of last 4 cluster minimums as domain 

   colorScale.domain(domainArray); 

   return colorScale; 

}; 

//function to create a dropdown menu for attribute selection 

function createDropdown(iceCover){ 

   //add select element 

   var dropdown = d3.select("body") 

       .append("select") 

       .attr("class", "dropdown") 

       .on("change", function(){ 

           changeAttribute(this.value, iceCover) 

       }); 

   //add initial option 

   var titleOption = dropdown.append("option") 

       .attr("class", "titleOption") 

       .attr("disabled", "true") 

       .text("<Map Attributes>"); 

   //add attribute name options 

   var attrOptions = dropdown.selectAll("attrOptions") 

       .data(attrArray) 

       .enter() 

       .append("option") 

       .attr("value", function(d){ return d }) 

       .text(function(d){ return d }); 

 

   //var titleOption2 = dropdown.append("option") 

   //.attr("class", "titleOption2") 

   //.attr("disabled", "true") 
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   //.text("<Other Attributes>");   

}; 

//dropdown change listener handler 

function changeAttribute(attribute, iceCover){ 

   //reset the selected attribute 

   d3.select("g").remove(); 

   //change the expressed attribute 

   expressed = attribute; 

 

   //recreate the color scale 

   var colorScale = makeColorScale(iceCover); 

   //recolor enumeration units 

   var regions = d3.selectAll(".regions") 

       .transition() 

       .duration(1000) 

       .style("fill", function(d){ 

              return choropleth(d.properties, colorScale) 

       }); 

 

   //re-sort, resize, and recolor bars 

   var bars = d3.selectAll(".bar") 

       .transition() //add animation 

       .delay(function(d, i){ 

              return i * 20 

              }) 

       .duration(500); 

   //if statements that check what the expressed attribute array is and sets the x-

axis accordingly 

   if (expressed == attrArray[0] || expressed == attrArray[1]) { 

       data = ["1875", "1895", "1915", "1935", "1955", "1975", "1995", "2015"]; 

           //create a scale to size bars proportionally to frame 

   csvmax = d3.max(iceCover, function(d) { return parseFloat(d[expressed]);}); 

   yScale = d3.scaleLinear() 

       .range([475, 0]) 

       .domain([0, csvmax + 3]); 

   //create vertical axis generator 

   var yAxis = d3.axisLeft() 

       .scale(yScale); 

   //place y-axis 

   var axis = chart.append("g") 

       .attr("class", "axis") 

       .attr("transform", translate) 
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       .call(yAxis); 

   //variables used to set up and format the axis lines and tick marks 

   var svg = d3.select("g"); 

   var color = d3.scaleOrdinal(d3.schemeCategory10) 

   var scale = d3.scalePoint() 

       .domain(data) 

       .range([8, 506]); 

   var lines = svg.selectAll(null) 

       .data(data) 

       .enter() 

       .append("g") 

       .attr("y1", 0) 

       .attr("y2", 120) 

       .attr("x1", d => scale(d)) 

       .attr("x2", d => scale(d)) 

       .style("stroke", d => color(d)) 

       .style("stroke-width", 2); 

   d3.axisTop(scale)(svg.append("g") 

       .attr("transform", "translate(0,492.5)") 

       //.attr("d", d3.line()) 

       ) 

       //set bar positions, heights, and colors 

       updateChart(bars, iceCover.length, colorScale); 

   } 

 

   if (expressed == attrArray[5]) { 

       data = ["1996", "1998", "2000", "2002", "2004", "2006", "2008", "2010", "2012", 

"2014", "2016", "2018"]; 

           //create a scale to size bars proportionally to frame 

   csvmax = d3.max(iceCover, function(d) { return parseFloat(d[expressed]);}); 

   yScale = d3.scaleLinear() 

       .range([475, 0]) 

       .domain([0, csvmax + 1]); 

   //create vertical axis generator 

   var yAxis = d3.axisLeft() 

       .scale(yScale); 

   //place y-axis 

   var axis = chart.append("g") 

       .attr("class", "axis") 

       .attr("transform", translate) 

       .call(yAxis); 

   //variables used to set up and format the axis lines and tick marks 
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   var svg = d3.select("g"); 

   var color = d3.scaleOrdinal(d3.schemeCategory10) 

   var scale = d3.scalePoint() 

       .domain(data) 

       .range([8, 506]); 

   var lines = svg.selectAll(null) 

       .data(data) 

       .enter() 

       .append("g") 

       .attr("y1", 0) 

       .attr("y2", 120) 

       .attr("x1", d => scale(d)) 

       .attr("x2", d => scale(d)) 

       .style("stroke", d => color(d)) 

       .style("stroke-width", 2); 

   d3.axisTop(scale)(svg.append("g") 

       .attr("transform", "translate(0,492.5)") 

       //.attr("d", d3.line()) 

       ) 

       //set bar positions, heights, and colors 

       updateChart(bars, iceCover.length, colorScale); 

       

   } 

}; 

//position, size, and color bars in the chart 

function updateChart(bars, n, colorScale) { 

   bars.attr("x", function(d, i){ 

           //if (expressed == attrArray[1]) { 

               //return i * (chartInnerWidth / iceCover.length + 30) + leftPadding; 

           //} 

           if (expressed == attrArray[0] || expressed == attrArray[1]) { 

               return i * (chartInnerWidth / iceCover.length) + leftPadding; 

           } 

      }) 

       //size the bars 

 

       .attr("height", function(d, i){ 

             return 476 - yScale(parseFloat(d[expressed])); 

             }) 

       .attr("y", function(d, i){ 

             return yScale(parseFloat(d[expressed])) + topBottomPadding; 

             }) 
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       //color the bars 

       .style("fill", function(d){ 

              return choropleth(d, colorScale); 

              }); 

   //add text to the chart title 

   var chartTitle = d3.select(".chartTitle") 

       .text(expressed); 

}; 

//function to create dynamic label 

function setLabel(props){ 

   //label content 

   if (expressed == attrArray[0]) { 

       var labelAttribute = "<h1>" + props[expressed] + " days" + 

           "</h1><b>" + "Ice Cover Duration" + "</b>" + " in " + props.Year; 

   } 

   if (expressed == attrArray[1]) { 

       var labelAttribute = "<h1>" + props[expressed] + " inches" + 

           "</h1><b>" + "Max Ice Thickness" + "</b>" + " in " + props.Year; 

   } 

   //create info label div 

   var infolabel = d3.select("body") 

       .append("div") 

       .attr("class", "infolabel") 

       .attr("id", props.adm1_code + "_label") 

       .html(labelAttribute); 

   var regionName = infolabel.append("div") 

       .attr("class", "labelname") 

       .html(props.name); 

}; 

//function to move info label with mouse 

function moveLabel(){ 

   //get width of label 

   var labelWidth = d3.select(".infolabel") 

       .node() 

       .getBoundingClientRect() 

       .width; 

   //use coordinates of mousemove event to set label coordinates 

   var x1 = d3.event.clientX + 10, 

       y1 = d3.event.clientY - 75, 

       x2 = d3.event.clientX - labelWidth - 10, 

       y2 = d3.event.clientY + 25; 

   //horizontal label coordinate, testing for overflow 
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   var x = d3.event.clientX > window.innerWidth - labelWidth - 20 ? x2 : x1; 

   //vertical label coordinate, testing for overflow 

   var y = d3.event.clientY < 75 ? y2 : y1; 

   d3.select(".infolabel") 

       .style("left", x + "px") 

       .style("top", y + "px"); 

}; 

function setGraticule(map, path) { 

   //create graticule generator 

   var graticule = d3.geoGraticule() 

   .step([10, 10]); //place graticule lines every 10 degrees of longitude and latitude 

   //create graticule background 

   var gratBackground = map.append("path") 

       .datum(graticule.outline()) //bind graticule background 

       .attr("class", "gratBackground") //assign class for styling 

       .attr("d", path) //project graticule 

       .style("fill", "black") 

}; 

function joinData(selectedCountries, iceCover){ 

   //variable representing the countries with data 

   var selectedRegions = topojson.feature(selectedCountries, 

selectedCountries.objects.SelectedCountries).features; 

   //loop through csv to assign each set of csv attribute values to geojson region 

   for (var i=0; i<iceCover.length; i++){ 

       var csvRegion = iceCover[i]; //the current region 

       var csvKey = csvRegion.adm1_code; //the CSV primary key 

       //loop through geojson regions to find correct region 

       for (var a=0; a<selectedRegions.length; a++){ 

           var geojsonProps = selectedRegions[a].properties; //the current region 

geojson properties 

           var geojsonKey = geojsonProps.id; //the geojson primary key 

           //where primary keys match, transfer csv data to geojson properties object 

           if (geojsonKey == csvKey){ 

               //assign all attributes and values 

               attrArray.forEach(function(attr){ 

                  var val = parseFloat(csvRegion[attr]); //get csv attribute value 

                  geojsonProps[attr] = val; //assign attribute and value to geojson 

properties 

               }); 

               console.log(geojsonProps); 

           }; 

       }; 
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   }; 

   return selectedRegions; 

}; 

//function to test for data value and return color 

function choropleth(props, colorScale){ 

   //make sure attribute value is a number 

   var val = parseFloat(props[expressed]); 

   //if attribute value exists, assign a color; otherwise assign gray 

   if (typeof val == 'number' && !isNaN(val)){ 

       return colorScale(val); 

   } else { 

       return "#CCC"; 

   }; 

}; 

 

 


